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So you may be wondering what all these things in my sermon title
have in common? Or why did I choose this title for my sermon? Both
excellent questions.
You may also be wondering why I brought these four quilts and
draped them over the choir loft railings. They are props for my sermon.
The first quilt over here was made by my Grandmother Blanchard. Quite
likely before I was even born. She was born in 1912, I was born in 1961. So
you can do the math if you are so inclined to want to know how old the quilt
is.
The second one up here was my first attempt at quilting. I was 10
years old. My grandmother taught me how to use liquid embroidery to
“colour” images she stamped onto fabric squares. She then made these
squares into a quilt for me. She did the same with my three siblings as they
grew up.
The third one over here is one made by my Aunt Helen as a wedding
gift. My Aunt Helen is my grandmother’s youngest and only biological child.
Before my grandmother even had Aunt Helen she was very active as a
foster mother. Over time she had over 40 foster children. She ended up
adopting 2, and a third stayed with her and adopted our last name as a
young adult. My father was the boy she adopted.
The fourth one was a bridal shower gift from a friend at work at the
Ottawa Hospital Dialysis Unit.
So I am doing a bit of imagery here and an allegory.
Allegory means; a story, poem or picture that can be interpreted to reveal a
hidden meaning, typically a moral or political one.
We are not going to touch the political one!
So those of you who are quilters, or related to one will know there are four
main parts to a quilt;
1. The topper; usually patterned material or an arrangement of materials
in a pattern. Also usually quite striking or pretty.
2. The batting; the main purpose here is to give greater insulation or
warmth, and body to the quilt
3. The backing; usually made of a material that matches something in
the pattern on the topper.
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4. The binding; this is what keeps the other three parts together. This
would not be a quilt without a binding!
So I would like to compare us to one of the four different quilt parts.
This is where gifts and talents come in.
As read in the scripture by Nancy VanUlden we are given gifts, or
talents by God. It is of course our responsibility to increase the value or
worth of each of these gifts or talents by study, education, lifelong learning,
use and practice.
Some people’s gifts or talents are like the quilt toppers; they are
varied and frequently put on display. Rev. Kim and Samia are examples of
toppers. They have increased and practiced their talents and used them for
the good of many. And they are front and center, like the quilt topper.
We can think of the band, worship singers, choir, readers, and those
that do our prayer, as backing. They support and increase the topper
visibility and help them to do their job well.
I think of all the committee members who make decisions about
services, fund raising, indigenous education, digitally engaging seniors,
Sunday Supper club, United Welcome, This also would include the
caretaking and office staff, etc. They are all the batting. They help round
out the activities of the church. They also increase the presence of the
church in the community. They also help the topper and backing people to
be more visible.
Then there is the binding. For this service today I think of Peter,
Bryan, Luke, Moyra, Christopher, Ken, in the booth. And Lucie who does
our power point. If it wasn’t for their help with sound, and church service
streaming we would not have nearly as visible a presence in the community
and maybe in the world. Depending on where people are watching our
service from.
We can think of quilt parts as part of a team.
You see how working as a team makes all things possible; such as
the picture in this week’s Wire newsletter of Barb Healey and Sylvie
Oullette. They worked as a team, starting with a plan and then planting the
lilac in the front bed of the church. And they will continue to look after this
tree. This was planted in memory of Patricia Connelly.
And the team of United Welcome, working to bring families from
Ukraine here to Brockville; but also helping them out when they get here.
You can’t just bring them here, and then drop it there.
The Sunday Supper Team cannot just get together and cook the
meal, but leave it in the kitchen.
It takes all of us working as a team together to make things happen. I
am sure you can think of many things that the church has done that
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wouldn’t be possible if not for the teamwork, Each team is made up of
different parts, strengths, gifts and talents just like in these quilts.
At the same time if you look here at the quilt that my grandmother
made up for me. There are squares that are torn. These were weaker parts
of the cotton, because back 50 years ago and earlier, quilts were made of
whatever was available. So the cotton grandma printed on had possibly
been something else first, like a sheet. It is worn thin and therefore I do not
actively use it anymore to help it stay intact.
I would like to read you the May 3rd Word for You Today devotional. It
is entitled ‘Jesus’ Work Philospohy’. “Like the rest of us, Jesus sometimes
got tired. But he was never stressed out by the job. He was led, but never
driven. He knew what needed to be done and the amount of time required
to do it, and He picked a team to accomplish it. Three of them-Peter,
James, and John were in His inner circle. It wasn’t that he showed
favouritism; He just recognized the particular gifts of the people He worked
with and what he needed from each of them to get the job done. An
important step toward accomplishing something big is knowing the kinds of
people you will need. In other words, you need to know who should be on
your team. Jesus spent three and a half years training His disciples before
delegating responsibility to them. Was he afraid they would make mistakes,
outshine Him, or make Him look bad? No, He told them, He who believes in
Me, the works that I do he will do also, and greater works than these he will
do, because I go to My Father. Jesus was a team player who got things
done through others. But even when you break a task down, strategically
plan it, and recruit terrific people, you need one more component to
succeed. Teamwork. Teamwork is the glue that brings people togetherand keeps them together. There are more than a billion Christians in the
world today. And it all started two thousand years ago with one man who
had a vision, a man who recruited and trained a team to fulfill that vision. If
you’re wise, you will study His work philosophy.”
So at times some of us may feel worn out, used up, or judged as not
good enough to be part of a team. So other people on the team can help
hold us up, they can support the weaker member of the team for a time
until they are feeling stronger, or are able to get the help they need to
recover.
Sometimes that is physical help, at other times members of the team
are helped and supported with prayer, pastoral care, contact by their In
Touch Team leader, etc.
We can also apply this allegory to our presence in the work place.
What part of the quilt are we in our work life? I think sometimes also in our
work place we may feel worn out, be injured or ill. If we are part of a good
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team we are accommodated and the work still gets done to its usual high
quality. In 2016 and 2017, I was still working full time as a nurse. I required
both hips to be replaced. My team mates at work, as well as the patients I
cared for, accommodated my need to walk with a cane while I awaited
those surgeries.
We can apply it to our family. What part of the quilt are we in our
family? Sometimes that one is easy, other times not. In some families a
parent may be the binding. In other families the binding may be
grandparents, or a child.
If someone is ill or injured in the family, the other members of that
family usually will come forward to help out, until the ill or injured person
has recovered. Sometimes in a family this can be a short time or a long
time. If there has been a loss or a major illness or injury the need for others
to step up may be greater. As members of the family we may need to spell
each other out so to spread the work out and not overburden any one
family member.
So what part of the team are you? Are you the topper, batting,
backing or binding. Just because you are one thing right now, doesn’t
mean the positions of team members, or church members, family members
can’t change. We each have times where we may need someone else to
step in and take our place in the team.
We may have times where we feel strong enough to be the person
stepping up and helping. Or we may want to learn a different position in the
team.
And in this month’s ‘Fifty five plus Life Style Magazine’ there is an
article by Iris Winston. She was writing an article about our Governor
General Mary Simon. She is quoted as saying. “We need to educate each
other and ourselves so that we will learn to respect each other’s identities
and work together.” This is important for all of us, not just with indigenous
reconciliation.
I am going to encourage us all, myself included to be team players
wherever we find ourselves. And work towards having Jesus work
philosophy.
And we are all more likely to have that if we include God. God can
help us to have a good work philosophy, and to be a supporting team
member whether it be at work, in our church, or in our families.
Amen
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